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At First Light
For the traditional bride 

looking to add a trendy touch 
to the ceremony, pretty up a 

basic unity candle set with lace 
ribbon, glitter tape, pearls, 
faux flowers and greenery. 

Sweet & Flower
Far from looking plain-Jane, ivory roses on 

a white cake take minimalist-chic up a notch. 
As a general rule of thumb, the more colors 
your cake has, the more casual the look. So 
a one-tone wonder is as elegant as it gets.

Can Plan
The classic reception getaway gets a trend-forward 

twist. You’ll need painted empty cans, paper, stickers, 
trim, ribbon and lace (we used lace tape for easy 

application) for these gorgeous noisemakers.
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Lace to Lace
You can’t go wrong with sweet-treat 

favors. Fill lace favor bags with candies 
(we love how the gold chocolates 

complement the ivory theme), and 
cinch them up with pearl picks 

for an extra dose of ivory.

Wish It Out
The well-wishes spot helps set the tone for the wedding. So kick off the ivory theme with ready-to-

display card boxes that are lightly embellished with paper, stickers, pearl trim and faux flowers.
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Heel Deal
Ivory on ivory—does it get any 
dreamier? Add swoon-worthy 

texture and style to your shoes 
with the lace fabric of your 

choice. Bridal bonus: You can 
cover the entire shoe if you’re 

feeling extra fancy.

Lace Lift
Hanging decor is a simple yet stunning way 
to add whimsy and charm to your big day. 

Fill vases (embellished with ribbon and lace) 
with sand, and scatter pearls and confetti 

on top. Finish with flameless candles, 
and they’re aisle-ready.
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In the Hoop
The idea is light and airy. The plan is 
to stick to sheer, delicate fabrics like 
lace, tulle and organza. The result is 

a wedding day fit for a fairytale.
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Light Idea
Plain paper lanterns are 
a party staple—and at the 
biggest party of your life, 

they shine as dazzling DIYs. 
We dressed ours up in lace, 

ribbon and pearls. At three to 
a pack, they’re ideal for the 

budget-conscious bride-to-be.

Fine Sign
Need a little something to 
spruce up a bare corner or 

table? This lightly distressed 
sign is good to go as is, but 
we tied in our color palette 
with faux flowers, greenery 

and pearls. Not bad for a 
made-in-minutes project.


